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(2) j$gg¥7-3 0 2 1 5 9

i ] &fEsnfcRKM§»Bf«wrr*«**

£4B**X'fy**fi.

asawes^ BEBiwMfrsor^narB*^

[KK93] tHEX-f y^tt, HffflO#^>fcB«
Lfc^THaSt, BETOBffifc»MT*ttBfcBJEl>

LfcBj»*«i:, «E*W««»M)T*ttBfcHftl/

a

'mMe>BttSBc«c&bjembt
fc. •BES^««*5«7^ny»fcr^5'/H»fc
«»T*A/D£&8fc£«A*B#Jl 1 EttOX-f y

nume] BBBfmntkUDBtt. bex*

fc^t^^tb-rs^vAv-^t, bet^ms^b***

zx>/w^0m^mnr^v h*nBEfefc«*tati®

KCDU-fey h*tl&7VV?7nyfBK±* BE7'J

B**B*BSEiw>x-fy«M.
CH*^7] BEX-f v«L WM©**>Mtt

»jftK#lW«8«K:-3HIIIIBTllft©«BftEBUT

A^BttBBMSCTJiffBfcB-rs^^^BiLT
«fcBJ*Ta»*B i Eft^x-f y?B

M*«8] BEX-f #^>fcH*UfcaH|t

«0»«tt^A*»6tt*TO«J9Et. BE*J»»j£lc2<i-

iWSttRTfcoT. *-WMfc**«B*R0\
+^B«d#L,r-*BBT?Bft©««*Ba«lcBB
LTfc*BJM*j«fc*B*.. *««fc»M-sRB*«

B.

B-r«BffBIUkWBBftBMnRBl. 7£fcl±8

EftOX'fy^B.
[R£B1 0] BESfTOf«HfcH@»tt. BMMCR

tem-zttimmimfr&bj*tsr** i E«s>x-f

Be§§<BS¥Bfca»«]

[0 00 1]

0, BCy-ABC«ffi«n*X-f sr^BBfcWrsfc

*;hcr»&*u *^BflD®®±tw«m$tis*^7
^^-coB^H»TSfc*<DffL#^>x^y51*K:

*HTft*x**^RicE*4t>©T**.
[0002]

# [«#S>K«] C<0tOX-fyffi«il/m B*
. ^B^63-29113^a»CE«0'b0^fiE^5- Z.

^flaEOX-f^^BBtt^^XBBCB-rafeO-C*:

• #ffan**fci3rnftSB©r^ny««ffl»f-.

30 [0 0 0 3] -tl/T* 86EX-Ty^SfiTri4, #*><o

BWMttRtt. RBftBttttHViTBR

[0004]
L*!>tr*»Bl RBX-fyWMTC

cht*bb£«wh*r»a.* w tt*T2*&,

4? wBBfl>HB±-CH«i:3'7>P€#A.TBRtfcBIC*

«ht)lc, £**T£*«W&fcx-f y?o;*->**

[0 0 0 5] Sfc, RWWRR©-:yC**y-AB

, ^-©BflseBB-J-SWtTtt. *©*ir9ir^-0»
5£? #Btt^iKcnic&:e»«ffa:V>2:^3niEjtt«s«i
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3

tf^MFTxK-FfcjfcUT**?**-©**

[0 0 0 6] fCT. £©%l8li* £©«fc5fc|EIIS;££

[000 7]

[3^£«Wrr*fcfie>©^R] SrEiW^Sdrt-^fc*

sg»ffatH-r^ffi^*a*^*5x^y^i:, ;:©

x-r y?Q>»ft&tzmT*>mfr*mmmtz.m-*n
SLfmsa^rrse^aa^a^
£T£*>©Tfc*.
[0 0 0 8] H©5S!ffSc«fc>*X>fy^«07-fy^

^eo^a^^r^s^^i:. hejbuk

[0 0 0 9] £©$rafc*fc>*X*f v^&B©X
-fy«*. »ft*0#^>li«l^fcinW5t. g&E

[0 0 10] Z<D%m\Z#t>2>7>1 y^fi^X
*ff«©#^>lCH*L«:Tsr»««t, BSE

©7* ^ft£T5>*;wt^fc£irr*A/D£&s£
#Sfc*C££#«£T$fc©T*S.
[0 0 11] C©»Wfc«to5^^5F«afl!>*

-5 tiff«Mftffi|g|R» 6fc* 21 £8rfStT* feOT*
*.

[0 0 12] *fc* CO««t:«*>*X-f y?RB©|t 4?

fmnttuisM». TOx^***s©*fMMar*
7*n y©^a«sra«&±fcfc^1t£t£«ar*n >

#a-r*s*ffi«a®i&i:> t»E3>^u-^©a*«
*T-fc* b$nMES*fflttaisI&© 'J -fey h 3 *1S 7

fc©T**.
[0 0 13] C©«Wir«fe*X-f5r^B«fiD»
Bx-f a^f* *fWB©#*>fcB*Lfc*J«fc©W* 50

#W¥7-3 02 159

UTlillslfcEtft^^Mlfcl/TttjllTefiJtilC

#u$ufcct w5 ©t**.
[a o i « colEK^«t)5x< vr&uoz

-r #*>cHj8^fc«m©»«fc*A*&fc
»EP»»jaic#ftr««T*oT,

[0 0 15] £©«91fc#fcSX>fy^&tt©©

[ooi6] c©safcftt>sx*??&©«

6*Ml/fc::*«^M-*fc©T»*.
- [0 0 17}-:

MWM- *SHITHL «MBOX-f*
.* *©iwt*i;fc«wx-f y^T»**tL*. c©x

ff&ICT-Aft©*+?**-©WHL WHUEVft

[0018] cjit. x* v«L
-0©*#£*MUTH«#K3EttLfcB

LTX^y*©»«©«*U *»oBEX-f y^©

[0019] ^fc, x-fy^Ji. wwasfm^^iif
fcSffi-r* t£ fc**5?©&8l \zJ: 0S&ESfcW

C©«JBE«, X-f y*©8#*£W*r

©^*feoms[^k:UTv^.
[0 0 2 0] x^fy^t TOUte. B£*

«??«»#atT««U ^ft«ffii:B««ffi©

ffi««stL. w«a©^«sda:t, ^opimm©

TWEMCfc**, X-f y^OiifHL Sff^©««
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5

CO O 2 1] £&, ®#ffi*^att, SfmSMWHlHTfc

*>£ft>). &#ttlUfcttBBfi*. flilEX'f

[oo2 2] c©B(c, jwmrattffiiBifchk ^>nv
t J: D BBX-f y^fcS©8^*fcM"r*7*ny

[0 0 2 3] 3cfc* OTBX-fyyCB. #*#RCD**S

£-£WlHT8ft©«S£E*bTft*©^&fcS*

LTttWjTSfcUfcfcft*.

[0 0 2 4] fcjlT, «EX-f ¥#tt<D3»*

£:*£^6ft*WftS£#, *ftttBfc*#«B*R

#fcEBLTfc*®£&j&£«st;; mw^mt»

<CtttS:%. 6«Be&ttt*ttE««tt:fA0ltt

[o o 2 si m#tt*^a»»fmiw»tfi@is^
sfto. ti^^noiftwiHiKf^ BEBfMtirwsT^

to 0 2 61 »f^©ra«tb©?sti3>fcfa-^^

[002 7]

[0 0 2 8] BlCacfX-f y?BBll& Z<iyTO

S<fc5fcftoTl>*.

[0 0 2 9] £0X*fy«»ltt. »(P«tlfct*

(4) #M¥7-3 02 1 59

BEX-f y 9- 3 6©BfMKJS&fcBSM**6«P
»nicBr***fti»«*HAMt 6 a:*>&fta.

[0 0 3 0] uu?, iMBX^f y?3tt. */t-13,

#*>14, ^fSftttAl 5, B£SA1 6, ffittl 7**

SttH$82 1, A/D««£2 2i:

[0 0 3 1] *EX^y?3««ai«tt*fl>*5tilia

*S#Ti&*. 3ICtt#*>14#B;*±
JO TBUBCBS*hT*>*. 21©#>>14l*, B*Jb

ft*. CO»«iS^AGtt-3efi!>S*t«*»oT^*.

Wftl8. 1 8*«±»tUTnBKlCft*J:5fcEfla
tlTU*. fJ£*P3tt*#l 8. 1 8KWU Sttl 7ffi

&wm&ztix&Q* g&i 7©-*gtf«&i&sn, sut

20 1 7 ©&»jWMtfi2j#a 1 2 OfittBffiS 2 1 <DAA

[0 0 3 2] X-f ^3<0«a*tt*
B*anTV»*. fi«B£B2 1 tt.

JfcLTfcO, ¥R#*#18, 18M<BBttfc<0Sfc£:

SKBtifciarei'iitftoTvi*. WEfi«B£«2

[0 0 3 3] i&ffi»-9tti^a5©A*«?-fc:tt

a^ai5£S2 1 ©tfj*«s^*t^R3nx^o,
232 l*5ltB#»>14flE>WMi»SCfe7*aytt

affla«B7 ©>r ^-7i-z 7 2 letternr*

4ff 7 2S^UTCPU7 1 fc««-C**J:5fcft-3T^

*.

[0 0 3 4] X-f ^513<DA/DSC»S2 2tt,

5ri?*>WB^*/i9 t LTttwrr**3 fcft-3

fi?S©31^fi 7 ©-f >^-7x-X 7 2 tC^t7 WkAffl

[0035] m&®m®i££.n3\z>
CPU71, &^ >^-71-^ 7 2©*«SiUt

ROM, RAM, I/OSB, *^B,
» E®^B, ^©BK9tce«ft«flHB«B^TIf^.
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(5) #ffl¥7-302159
7 8

[0 0 3 6] H2tt. ©#ffi##a5©JI#»I^*j£ *§&&®&5 5 1 ®{Uft*?SttttU V- h0»5 5 3

tfhTlr**. *fM»MM&H»5 ltt. 3>/^l/-jr 5 [0 0 3 8] Cfl[)J:3ldlUatift3«MOMt«H 1

2 . ftfcfittifilsIK 5 3, 7U^7Psi ^Tm^S 5 4 » 4 *#PLTttWT*. ft*. B 3 ttX-f y«j

*amau 3>^w*5 2aw«*MfcaH»s3CE> o, attorn*, «ttfcfi#«£thofcfcoT&*.

3>AW-^5 2<Da*S8^S|i. 7U9^7Dy^@ 10 <Dgfo££ofct>CDT&*.

£5 4 ©-fey h*FfcJB»StlT^«. «*«WB©» [0 0 3 9] C©*5fc«ftah«:X-f y^MlCJ:
5 a©HWia«L 7U9:/7ny:/BB5 4®U-fc9 ft«, #*>1 4 ftH»bftlf*3-f JWf&cotfftalctS

h«TRfc»«*tiTir»45. *fc, y*)y?yvv?m lt«hfts^ RnMdi5aw*tt:fAG#HStt
*5 4©^D**^CPfcttW8*Q***«AaS Al 6©*P3«W#.l 8 f 1 8C»*T*. ¥RttS#
ftTV>*. 7U y^7Py:/@&5 4©#^aj;&^ 18. 1 8 8±#*J»#£ 1 5 OMtt^GtRIk
Qli^-<V-5 5fl!>«»#i:««WC«il[anT* L, fitt 1 7©fifc«<fc0/h;*<fe*. ffTT

ftT*.fc?lcLT*-5. 4fc. y*)v?yu v*m&s H#S#18. l 8fc»ttL&tfS£j§*LTi$><.

4 <DR&mi}1ttRQ\$m±mmm i&$ 3 ©«Jty h lC<fc 0, TOMtA 1 5 ©3Wft:*AG©BMWfcjW2;*«

[0 0 3 7] *;fT-5 5ti, 9 *#1 8. 1 8 fc#T*«S£fiJ^*C*S<fc*.

% 5 5 1
: 5 s 2 *y>& s s 3 t& *wfflicsr<&fiSi3si3£S-2 1 #mrr*BiM®RM

©BA«**.yr->IS»5 5 2©-*©A*flHtlCWI [0 0 4 0]

U y- HiK 5 5 2©**CA*»«<P* P v 2 * » 1 ]

* tt ffi * lei1 2cm» 3«» 4c«

R R/2 R/3 R/4 R/5

[0 0 4 1] CG>* 1 «5V>Tk £j££ifiRo tt, Sfi g 2 1 TWIT* 2 1 ttttSBftSftKR

[0 0 4 2] £(0£5f££ftTS£&ffi!aRote£$t«! ©£fcftAR£. fOWbOWA 1 1, -tOJfcftOf*

£«2 irtHusn*. ccoji'Sa^^fiiftRoo^ft 4£? iMito«39««EMfc**n*ttcfts. z©«
tt, K3lC3*-r<fc5fc:fc*. 03 (a) TfcHMMWt* ttfcl£g2 1 *60tlttJ«St& A/D«»S2 2Tx

0££AR a *:?JtfmMA t atfftWK [0 0 4 4] g&©ffi$ti«5£g 2 1 a>&ffi#3n*

»LTV>*. 03 (b) TtttlffSdt**<^ 7^-n^g^tt% 3>rtU-9 5 2 <RrXg*fittffl(HlK

•ffafl»«*^«*O«T*0, £&&$iRo©«fcA 5 3fcAA£ft*„ n 5 2T«, 7*n&®

33 (c> -CJ4l*ff«i«**< Z(DX>rtl>-# S 2
m
l
m
fCft^t, 7'Jy

K^lf^^OMTftD. ^J&gftRoOSfcARcj&t ^7D yys»54tttyN$nT, 7Uy^7Qy^

[0 0 4 3] CO*3ft^4^tRo0^{b^gttil^ 59 -5 5#S»f*. Tttto^ y->B»B5 2ffl
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9

?>9 5 5 3 fcft*fr;*tia. 5 5 3 li* lift*

l>*7*n^e^£E#bTi3D. £fifcA:*7*ftfc*

Stftfikf*. ^ft*?** y-HS«-5 5 2jPR!DT,

±£>*5 5 3Kglp£Dy£#A;tenft<ft*. H

tfDfl^ttn&ra?&*c&£ft*. ft*.

[0 0 4 5] C0*5fcA/D3C*S2 2Tl§Sftfc^

P U 7 1 AAStl*. C PU 7 1

£]&tT#a. *fc. CPUT.-MlttE-frdHittRoflDS

[0 0 4 6] £0 «fc5 <D&imt&tL\&
1 4o»f^fcHT5fli«3&«f^^ wnwww,

[0 0 4 7] <^2CD*ISW>a5tt, HX'fy^MI
com 2 <D^6W$1»^3l^BtcSfi!U^«2:^-rSI^

[0 0 4 8] BSlC^TA^y^Sffl aK*^T^

7l;:#*&T£*<fc3fcftoTU*. dCDX< y?«Mi

itl*¥S5 a t^SftS.
[0 0 4 9] t^T, 85§2X-f y^3 a&
3, ^>14; Wfi&?B51 5 a. B»3-f/H 6a£
flWU *©«C»*SnTl»a. *7t-l 3»S, A<
y^l 1 a«D*#ft*«r*^fflO«#Tft0. ZL<Dil

X-l 3\Z#*>1 4#H*±T»TOe-fcB«a*VCtt

#ffl¥7-3 02159
20

5. 1 4& B*T«B»fc "JftfiBE 1 5 atf

eS3nrV^^Tfll©|Qfi«i:Sft-5^ B^Lft

»i©«H£P(-t**. -enafiKisaii®

wT^lCNfttf; 0^Jt#fa S fftfEB£ft*£ 5£
ltv»s. 5b'&5^ &ax-?feSLX*ft». COrI

W&51 5 aKttAL&ttBfctt, B*a-f*1 6 atf

E«*nrv»*. roHftn-fA'i 6 ati,

-on e aofraiL awfi«S2 1 &\znxtimL
\z

»«*nrv»6. ttJPMB£2 1 acDttaam a/
Ds»g2 2©A*«^«a$ftrv^.
2 1 afct ^RteAAWFtSteA^^tcB^n^
1 6a©te«^t*£ftT*9> H«a-fM6aOI
m-ZnBEO&ittXK&MffT«* J: 5 fcft TV>

6. |BBKJMM»2 1 aOtittJtttt* A/*DS&g2
2fc»«3ftTlr>*« A/D3E»»2 2«, £8*8$
2 l a^SOttEMoSftK^^JWB^tMftrft

a? iSlCftoTH*. CC0A/DSC»S2 2tt, r^JV
WW©^£LTfflAT** 5 lCftoTV>*.

uOA/D*ftg2 2 «w« w/warttfm* msfia.

&a 7 <o*r >^-7x-x 7 2r/t^ wpAtt*«Tc

[0 0 5 0] a*tf)*¥B 5 a ®«|£l& *1©

BflHMUUIB7fc. *l<D§*S»W££<R*ft«^

[0 0 B 1] COi3«<yf«»l aCinU *
5? ^>14OffTC«k0» R»»515a3&»H)fe3-f^i

C!)H:«WMi2 1aTiMU A/DS3I82 2

A 7 2 S^M/TCPU7 1 ^4^-5.

[o o s 23 ©^ta^j^asoa^ifflttffiisRs i

Re«j£oKfl^6#»>i4«E)fffisuicnr«

43 ^Ht, «fflffla»itt7C0-f>^-7x-"A7 2«:^LT
CPU7 1lcAA^ft5.

[0 0 5 3] ffi«ffl31^a7(OCPU7 Itt, ISiEUfc

©jw*ffft9, «A«y-A«iccpu7i*t«»s
tir^sfcrntt nea'iosiMM^iw^fla^ft

[0 0 5 4] Ji5gLfc»2CD^«f!^ <tn«. #^>1
4©*#c«rsW«««»ff«M. a
M^6&50T. U5*gftj5l3S^-r<&Ci:^Ite(rft

.

50 Z.
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Ji

[0055] <»3<D$mm>mt£* Hx-r^wm

HTfcS. ft** £©S3©^ITCfcm

[0 0 5 6] 06fc^TX^y«S«l bfc*V>Tfc.

x-f y*<Dm&t&mMizftVi±%gs,%nzai*r

7\Z#&?2Z£5tt'3T»Z. ID

[0 0 5 7] C©X-fy«Ml btt, Sff*nfc££

ft*jftT3i 1 ©£JM£li?«T*S.
[0 0 5 8] CET. MEX-fy^l lbfct

3. #*>14. rJ»««1 5b. ffi£**16b£«
*0£5fc«l£3n-a>*. */t-13fct* X-fy

-l 3K:3f;^>i4A«0^±Tft^ie»cffl«^nTu* a?

*. r©?T«j«ai &bfc#ftLfc&BKtt, BftBB
1 6 b#ERSftW*i ft*. IffiffiliJftfcS 1 5 bt
bjebbi 6 btn«»»^«*TjrFbTfeft»uft
V><fc5fcfto-0>*. a&EWftttSl 5b£B£««l

5K*ffianwB£n-oia. c©«»mri 5b»B*
2b©iRS3Sfi»2 1 b©WAtf#E»KP

IC, B&BRl 6 bttB*tt**Bl 2b©E«mc
*n-?n8ftsnTv>*. 2 1 b©^*?
fit A/D*«B2 2fc«W«*lTW*. sa?«Bg2

bwcbabbi 6b**»RsnT*o. ?rs&«ai 5

b £@3£S«1 6 b©nR0Bttfc*i;ftfrWM©R
fc*BR*«BEB#i:l*T*«TS*J:3fcfc-3TV»
*. ffi£fi**IIB£2 1b©£H:*)iSi±, A/DRRB'2

B©BfcR©«EEfl*fc^s;*>H»CB»««
ftoTV>*. ::©A/D&ftS82 2l±. ?5>*JHM*
/*7WMt^£UTffi*T*J;5Kft:?TV>*. £©A

©<>^-7i^ 7 2 fc/t^Wl^HttB^icSW*

[0 0 5 9] Wffl*¥B5btt, tt&£l©9t'

#W¥7-302159
12

oa»«*kmu Riw@s2 lb^tfj^a^t^ias
nr* d . Rfl«*«k 5 b©a**?»Bwhbbb
7 ©-f >*-7x-X 7 2 0>ny UJI*.*«?tBBS
turn*. sfrg««ffiS8«7fc, »i©*M«t±<

[0 0 6 0] E©«fcX-f***RlbK*ntt *
* > 1 4 ©flPTir J: 0, ifflU 1 5 b 1 6

11. i 5 bt&zmm i e b*©£«©*«
lCEJt«LT««1-*CD?, *©»«SB©*ft:**S
««S2 1 btBJEBfcMRU £©«E£A/D£
&82 2TT'>^^fCn. COt^/MMI*.
««BaRR7fl>f >#-7x-X7 2«hLTCPU
7 1 icar.

[oo6i] St* e#tij*^asbTtt. tWB#*>
i4©BfK£D»«*S©£ft:e«KU #*>14

[0 0 6 2] ^©J^teZoa^^B*!^ BBfl

3£B 7 ©-f x-X 72*:frLTCPU71lC
szznz. cpu7 ms*©«s£fffe3. Mx.a

% i ©mn&BR&natfftati*.
[0 0 6 3] ±fcbfc£3©*iglS£«fcnfcL #*>1
4©afpicHi-««f«*ta^2fts% BfHnwnk a
tffia>&fts©-c% aaiftffla^-r^ci^pjtetift

[0 0 6 4] <»4'©3WMI>B7tt. H*fy«M
©s&4 ©gnHftmraaRRiciMLfciffts-nidt
BITfc*. ft*, £©a4©f^WT ,bfcl©*«$8i:

E-«^$fcttfl-©W£tfLTRm-*.
[ 0 0 6 5 J B 7 fc^TX'f y^£B 1 c &*»Tfe,

«RBBRfi7fcR»»fcBasnT*D. RBx-f?

7 tC^I&T#*J:3 l^ft^TV^.

[0 0 6 63 C©X<y«Rl cHu Rfl!Sn&2:e

C RffRtej6UT«ai«9*ffl*"«"*X-f?r?3a
t. l5S2X<y^3a^€>©*f^«iCi&i;fc*a^3&>

ft*.

[0 0 6 7] IWEX-f ctt. ^0±3fc

«13, #*>14, 5Jlr»Al5c, BttBjftl6e

SBATV»*. 1 3 IS, X>f y«£R 1 c ©*ff

1 4 *»Hw±T»^ttteB«nTV^jfl[TB 1 <0$m
BtB-T*S. C©^>14I4. a^T^SB^H^

5» £B4tBa%BJ:QBIr»«XPK«UfcBBtt^G aC«
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(8)

23

©»Jft&£ 1 5 c ir^ffij tfcffifftltt, @J£®J& 1 6 c

tfffisann**. 6c(t «&©m
16cl, 1 6c2, 1 6c3, 1 6c4. 1 6c5#*—SfflJISl

9cl, 19c2, 19c3, 1 9c4£fcfcttTE©3ttTV>

6c2, 16c3, 1 6c4. 1 6 eStttf 7 ©'f >
^-7x-x7 2fc»8$nrv>*. -nircto, 4tr 10

[0 0 6 8] asri, ^ffl^iiscoakfmTOftB
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Switching device

(57) LAbstract]

[Purpose] The provision of a switching device capable of

obtaining a large amount of information without a

command selection.

[Constitution] Switching device 1 is capable of

oaiputting electrical signals that correspond to the amount

of manipulation and manipulation time of a switch and

sends the said information signals to the information

processing unit 7. Switching device 1 consists of a switch

3 that produces signals related to the amount of

manipulation and a signal output means 5 for converting

signals related to the amount ofmanipulation from switch

3 into signals related to manipulation time. There is a

button 14 on the cover 13 of switch 3 that is mounted to

permit vertical movement. There is a movable contact 15

affixed to the bottom of a button 14 that is generally held

in place on top with a coil spring. A movable contact 15 is

made of conductive rubber G with a specific resistance

value. The semicircular conductors 18 and 18 are disposed

opposite to movable contact 15 so as to form a gap 19 and

all together form a circle. The change in resistance

between both circular conductors 1 8 is outputted from

switch 3 as signals related to the amount of manipulation,

and signals related to the manipulation time are outputted

from the signal output means 3.

[callouts:]

1 Switching device

7 Information processing unit

72 Interface

5 Signal output means
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(2)

/

[Scope of Patent Claims]

(Claim 1] A switching device that provides a switch that is capable of outputting signals related to

the amount of manipulation in question when manipulated and a signal output means that is able to

output electrical signals related to manipulation time from signals related to the amount of

manipulation of this switch.

[Claim 2] The switching device as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the above switch provides a

movable contact of conductive rubber secured to a burton for manipulating, a stationery contact

disposed in a circle so that the conductor has a gap in a position opposing the above movable

contact, a resistance measurement device to measure the resistance value from the stationery contact

of the above conductor, and an A/D converter to convert analog amounts from the above resistance

measurement device into digital signals.

[Claim 3] The switching device as set forth in Claim 1 , wherein the above switch provides a

movable magnet secured to the button for operation, a stationery coil of coiled lead wire secured in

the position opposing the above movable magnet, an operational amplifier that amplifies voltage

generated by the above stationery coil, and an A/D converter that converts analog amounts from the

above operational amplifier into digital signals.

[Claim 4] The switching device as set forth in Claim 1 , wherein the above switch provides a

movable electrode secured to the button for operation, a stationery electrode secured in the position

opposing the above movable electrode, a means to provide an electrical charge to both of the above
.

electrodes, an operational amplifier that amplifies voltage according to the electrostatic capacitance

of both of the above electrodes, and an AID converter that converts analog amounts from the above

operational amplifier into digital signals.

[Claim 5] The switching device as set forth in Claims 1, 2, 3, and 4, wherein the above signal

output means provides a manipulation time detection circuit that converts analog signals related to

the amount of manipulation from the above switch into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[Claim 6] The switching device as set forth in Claim 5, wherein the above manipulation time

detection circuit provides a comparator that detects whether the analog signal related to the amount

of manipulation from the above switch is at a specified value and higher, a maximum value

detection circuit that detects ifthe above analog signal is at the maximum value, a flip flop circuit

that resets the above maximum value detection circuit set by the output signal of the above

comparator, and a timer that stops operation by the output of the above flip flop circuit.

[Claim 7] The switching device as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the above switch provides a

movable contact of conductive rubber secured to the button for operation and a stationery contact

disposed such that the plurality of electrodes are in positions opposing the above movable contact at

a specified gap, and is constructed such that output may be made as a digital amount related to the

amount of manipulation that corresponds to the above conductive rubber contact area in contact

with each electrode.

[Claim 8J The switching device as set forth in Claim I , wherein the above switch provides a

movable contact of conductive rubber in a semicircular shape secured to the button and a stationery

contact disposed in a circular shape such that the plurality of electrodes are in

Published Unexamined Application H7-302159
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positions opposing the above movable contact at a specified gap and there is a central electrode in

the center position, and is constructed such that output may be made as a digital amount related to

the amount of manipulation that corresponds to the above conductive rubber contact area in contact

with each electrode.

[Claim 9] The switching device as set forth in Claims 1,7 and 8, wherein the above signal output

means provides a manipulation time detection circuit that converts digital amounts related to the

above amount of manipulation into digital signals related to the manipulation time.

[Claim 10] The switching device as set forth in Claim 1, wherein the above manipulation time

detection circuit provides an information processing -unit that converts digital amounts related to the

amount of manipulation into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[Detailed Explanation of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field ofApplication] The present invention relates to a switching device and, in

particular, relates to a switching device used in game devices. To be more specific, it relates to a

switching device installed on a control panel in a game device, such as a push button switch to

control character movement displayed on the screen ofa display device.

[0002]

[Prior Art] As this type of switching device, the one set forth in the Published Unexamined

Application No. S63-29 1 1 3, for example, does exist. This conventional switching device relates to a

mouse device, and is equipped with a button that may be pressed down with a finger, a pressure

sensor that outputs analog signals of varying values according to the pressure this button is subject

to, and an A/D converter that converts the above analog signals into digital signals. It is constructed

so that digital data with smaller values is outputted ifthe amount of pressure on the button is weak,

and digital data with larger values is outputted if the amount of pressure on the button is strong.

[0003] With the above switching device, in addition to information that corresponds to the on/off

button, different information that corresponds to the amount of pressure on the button is provided to

the information processing unit so the information processing unit is able to execute all types of

processing based on the above information.

[0004]

[Problems the Invention is to Solve] The problem with the above switching device is that, while it

is capable of providing on/off related information and push pressure related information to an

information processing unit, if an operator attempts to provide other information in addition, the

information it is able to provide is limited to that which is related to the on/off state of the switch

and push pressure of the button along with having the disadvantage of needing to manipulate a

button by pressing it down after providing and selecting a separate command on the display screen

of the information processing device.

[0005] Furthermore, with a game device that is one information processing unit, the button

installed on the control panel is manipulated to control the character movement displayed on the

screen but by merely controlling character movement based on the amount of pressure on the

button.
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there is a problem in that the behavior mode of its characters is unavoidably limited, which required

character movements to be made according to the speed of the button pressed.

[0006] Consequently, an object of the present invention is to provide a switching device to solve

these problems and that is able to provide large amounts of information without selecting a

command.

[0007]

[Means of Solving the Problems] To achieve the above object, the switching device involving this

invention provides a switch that is able to output signals related to the amount of manipulation when

manipulated and a signal output means to output electrical signals related to manipulation time from

signals related to the amount of manipulation of this switch.

[0008] The switch in the switching device involving this invention is one that consists of a

movable contact of conductive rubber secured to the button for operation purposes, a stationery

contact disposed in a circle such that the conductor has a gap in the position opposing the movable

contact, a resistance measurement device to measure the resistance value from the stationery contact

of the conductor, and an A/D converter to convert analog amounts from the resistance measurement

device into digital signals.

[0009] The switch in the switching device involving this invention is also characterized in that it

provides a movable magnet secured to the button for operation, a stationery coil of coiled lead wire

secured in a position opposing the movable magnet, an operational amplifier to amplify the voltage

generated by the stationery coil, and an A/D converter to convert analog amounts from the

operational amplifier into digital signals.

[0010] The switch in the switching device involving this invention is also characterized in that it

provides a movable electrode secured to the button for operation, a stationery electrode secured in a

position opposing the movable electrode, a means of providing an electrical charge to both of the

electrodes, an operational amplifier to amplify the voltage according to the electrostatic capacitance

of both of the electrodes, and an A/D converter to convert analog amounts from the operational

amplifier into digital signals.

[001 1] The signal output means of the switching device involving this invention is also

characterized in that it comprises a manipulation time detection circuit to convert analog signals

related to the amount of manipulation from the switch into digital signals related to manipulation

time.

[0012] The manipulation time detection circuit of the switching device involving this invention is

also characterized in that it comprises a comparator to detect whether the analog signal related to the

amount of manipulation from the switch is at or above a specified value, a maximum value

detection circuit to detect whether the analog signal is at the maximum value, a flip flop circuit to

reset the maximum value detection circuit set by the output signal of the comparator, and a timer to

stop operation with the output of the flip flop circuit.

[0013] The switch of the switching device involving this invention is also characterized in that it

provides a movable contact of conductive rubber secured to the button for operation and a stationery

contact disposed so that the plurality of electrodes are in positions opposing the movable contact at a

specified gap, and is constructed such that output may be made as a
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digital amount related to the amount of manipulation that corresponds to the above conductive

rubber contact area in contact with each electrode.

[0014] The switch of the switching device involving this invention is also characterized in that it

provides a movable contact ofconductive rubber in a semicircular shape secured to the button and a

stationery contact disposed in a circular shape such that the plurality of electrodes are in positions

opposing the above movable contact at a specified gap and there is a central electrode in the center

position, and is designed to allow output to be made as a digital amount related to the amount of

manipulation that corresponds to the above conductive rubber contact area in contact with each

electrode.

[001 5] The signal output means of the switching device involving this invention is also

characterized in that it provides a manipulation time detection circuit that converts digital amounts

related to the amount of manipulation into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[0016] The manipulation time detection circuit of the switching device involving this invention is

also characterized in that it provides an information processing unit to convert digital amounts

related to the amount of manipulation into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[0017]

[Operation of the Invention] With the present invention, when the operation switch is manipulated,

signals that correspond to that operation are generated by the switch. The amount of manipulation of

this switch is sent to a processing unit in a subsequent step. Also, the above signal output means

creates electrical signals that correspond to manipulation time from the amount of manipulation of

the above switch. The electrical signals that correspond to the amount of manipulation and the

manipulation time of this switching device are able to control the amount of character movement

and movement speed for the game device.

[0018] Here, when the movable contact of conductive rubber comes into contact with the

stationery contact disposed in a disc shape separating the two conductors, the conductive rubber

deforms such that the resistance value between the two conductors is altered, so the switch converts

this to a voltage value as signals for the amount of switch manipulation and the signals related to the

amount of switch manipulation are made into electrical signals with information on the operation

speed by the signal output means.

[0019] Additionally, the switch generates voltage on the above stationery coil according to the

corkscrew rule when the movable magnet is in the vicinity of the stationery coil. This voltage

references electrical signals related to the amount of switch manipulation and references electrical

signals containing information on the operation speed in the signal output means.

[0020] Also, the switch is constructed of a movable electrode, a stationery electrode, and an

electrical charge supply means. With the area ofthe movable electrode and stationery electrode as

S, the distance between both electrodes as d, and the permittivity between both electrodes as t, the

electrostatic capacitance C may be expressed asO cS/d. Manipulation of the button changes the

distance d between both electrodes, which changes the electrostatic capacitance C, and the voltage

on the signal output means changes to make electrical signals with information on the amount of

switch manipulation and operation speed.
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[0021] The signal output means also comprises an manipulation time detection circuit, and the

manipulation time detection circuit is able to convert analog signals related to the amount of

manipulation from the above switch into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[0022] At this point, the manipulation time detection circuit detects whether or not the analog

signal related to the amount of manipulation from the above switch is at or above a specified value

using the comparator and sets the flip flop circuit, then detects if the above analog signal has

reached the maximum value using the maximum value detection circuit and resets the flip flop

circuit. With this procedure, an increase in the first half of the rising edge of an analog signal may

be detected, and the manipulation time may be detected by using the timer to calculate this period.

[0023] In addition, with the above switch, the conductive rubber deforms and contacts each

electrode when the movable contact of conductive rubber in a trapezoidal shape comes into contact

with the stationery contact disposed such that the plurality of electrodes are in positions opposing

the above movable contact at a specified gap. As a result of this, the contact surface area of the

above conductive rubber opposing each electrode changes. The amount of this change becomes a

signal without such contact and may be outputted as a digital signal for the contact relationship of

multiple electrodes.

[0024] Additionally, with the above switch, the movable contact ofsemicircular conductive rubber

comes into contact with the stationery contact with a circular shape such that a plurality of

electrodes are in positions opposing the movable contact at a specified gap with a central electrode

in the center position, and the conductive rubber deforms and contacts the electrode furthest from

the center electrode. Contact of the above conductive rubber on each electrode involves information

indicating contact, so because there is a plurality of electrodes, this becomes the digital amount that

corresponds to the contact surface area of the conductive rubber.

[0025] The signal output means also comprises a manipulation time detection circuit, and the

manipulation time detection circuit converts digital amounts related to the above amount of

manipulation into digital signals related to manipulation time.

[0026] The manipulation time detection circuit may also comprise an information processing unit

for a computer and may to use software based on the digital amount related to the amount of

manipulation to obtain digital signals related to the manipulation time.

[0027]

[Embodiments] We will next explain the embodiments of the present invention based on the

figures.

<Embodiment 1> Fig. 1 is a configuration diagram showing the information processing unit

connected to an embodiment of the switching device of the present invention.

[0028] The switching device 1 shown in Fig. 1 is configured to output electrical signals that

correspond to the amount ofswitch manipulation and manipulation time. This switching device 1 is

electrically connected to the information processing unit 3 and is able to supply information

processing unit 3 with electrical signals that correspond to the above switch manipulation amount

and manipulation time.

[0029] This switching device 1 comprises a switch 3 that outputs electrical signals that
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correspond to the amount of manipulation when it is manipulated and a signal output means 5 that

obtains signals related to manipulation time from electrical signals that correspond to the amount of

manipulation from the above switch 3.

[0030] Here, the above switch 3 is equipped with a mechanical system containing a cover 13,

button 14, movable contact IS, stationery contact 16, resistor 17, and an electrical system containing

a resistance measurement deviee 21 and A/D converter 22.

[0031] The mechanical system for the above switch 3 is configured as follows. The cover 13 is the

frame for the main unit of switch 3. There is a button 14 on this cover 13 that is secured so that it is

able to move vertically in the diagram. The tip of this button 14 is the top portion in the diagram

while the bottom portion is where movable contact IS is affixed and normally held in place on the

top of the diagram with a coil spring not shown in the diagram. Movable contact IS is made of

semicircular conductive rubber G. This conductive rubber G has a specified resistance value.

Semicircular conductors 18 and 18 are positioned with a gap 19 such that they are opposing this

movable contact IS and the semicircular conductors 18 and 18 are disposed so that in their entirety

they form a round shape. There is a resistor 17 connected in parallel to the above semicircular

conductors 1 8 and 1 8, with one end of the resistor 1 7 connected, and the other end of the resistor 17

connected to one end of the input terminal of resistance measurement device 21 in signal output

means 12.

[0032] The electrical system for switch 3 is constructed in the following manner. Resistance

measurement device 21 connects one end of the resistor 17 to the other end ofthe input terminal and

grounds the other end of the input terminal so that a change in resistance values and speed between

semicircular conductors 18 and 18 may be detected. The output side of the above resistance

measurement device 21 is connected to the A/D converter 22. A/D converter 22 converts the

resistance values from resistance measurement device 21 and the amount of change in resistance

values for the unit time into digital signals.

[0033] There is an output terminal for resistance measurement device 21 connected to the input

terminal for the above signal output means 5 so that the analog electrical signals that correspond to

the amount of manipulation of the above button 14 from resistance measurement device 21 are

inputted. Signal output means S makes the analog electrical signals that correspond to the amount of

manipulation into digital signals related to manipulation time that may be outputted from the output

terminal. The output terminal for signal output means S is connected to the interface 72 for the

information processing unit 7, and digital signals related to manipulation time are provided to the

CPU 7 1 via the interface 72.

[0034] A/D converter 22 on switch 3 also outputs digital signals as parallel signals. The parallel

output terminal for A/D converter 22 is connected to the parallel input/output terminal of interface

72 in information processing unit 7.

[003S] In this embodiment, the above information processing unit 7 shows only CPU 7] and

interface 72, but it is equipped with other elements necessary for processing including ROM, RAM,

an I/O device, a display, and an external storage device.
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[0036] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a specific example of the circuit configuration of signal

output means 5. In Fig. 2, signal output means 5 comprises a manipulation time detection circuit 51

with the following structure. Manipulation time detection circuit 51 is equipped with a comparator

52, maximum value detection circuit 53, flip flop circuit 54, and timer 55. The output terminal of

the above resistance measurement device 2 1 is connected to each input terminal of comparator 52

and maximum value detection circuit 53 to supply signals for the amount of analog operation from

resistance voltage conversion circuit 1 . The output terminal S for comparator 52 is connected to the

set terminal of flip flop circuit 54. The output terminal for maximum value detection circuit 53 is

connected to the reset terminal R of flip flop circuit 54. Also, the operating clock is inputted to the

clock terminal CP of flip flop circuit 54. The noninverted output terminal Q for flip flop circuit 54 is

connected to the control terminal for stopping the operation of timer 55, and timer 55 operates only

when output terminal Q is "1". Also, the inverse output terminal RQ for flip flop circuit 54 is

connected to the reset terminal of maximum value detection circuit 53.

[0037] Timer 55, for example, may also be configured in the following manner. Timer 55

comprises a reference clock generating circuit 551, a gate circuit 552, and a counter 553. The output

signal for noninverted output terminal Q for flip flop circuit 54 is connected to the input terminal on

one side of gate circuit 552, and reference clock generating circuit 55

1
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output terminal is connected to one of the input terminals of gate circuit 552, for a device in which

the output terminal of the gate circuit 553 is connected to the input terminal of counter 553.

[0038] We will explain the operation of an embodiment constructed in this manner using Figs. 1

through 4 as references. First, Fig. 3 illustrates the properties related to resistance values that

correspond to manipulation of the switching device, and shows time on the horizontal axis and

resistance values on the vertical axis. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between signals related to

manipulation time relative to the changes in voltage values, with time on the horizontal axis and

voltage changes on the vertical axis.

[0039] With a switching device 1 constructed in this manner, button 14 is pressed against the

resistance ofa coil spring not shown in the diagram so that conductive rubber G ofmovable contact

15 makes contact with semicircular conductors 18 and 18 on stationery contact 16. Both of the

semicircular conductors 18 and 1 8 make contact with conductive rubber G on movable contact 1

5

and so are smaller than the resistance value of resistor 17. Additionally, once pressed, conductive

rubber G on movable contact 15 is deformed white contacting the semicircular conductors 18 and

18 on stationery contact 16. As a result, the surface area of conductive rubberG on movable contact

15 increases while the contact resistance against the semicircular conductors 18 and 18 on

conductive rubber G with the corresponding resistance value gradually decreases. An example of

the relationship between resistance values measured by resistance measurement device 21 tor the

contact surface area between conductive rubber G and semicircular conductors 18 and 18 is as

shown in Table 1

.

[0040]

[Table 1]

Switch

manipulation

No manipulation With manipulation (when button 14 is depressed)

Contact

surface area

Ocra* 1 cm1
2 cm1

3 cm' 4cnr*

Combined

resistance Ro

R R/2 R/3 R/4 JUS

[004 1 ] In this Table 1 , the combined resistance Ro is the combined resistance from the contact

resistance between resistor 17 and conductive rubber G, and is the resistance/surface area = R/cm1.

[0042] The combined resistance Ro altered in this manner is measured by resistance measurement

device 21 . The changes in this combined resistance Ro are as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows an

example of when the amount of manipulation is small and the operating speed is slow, and shows

when the change ARa for the combined resistance Ro is small and the manipulation time Ata is long.

Fig. 3(b) shows an example of when the amount of manipulation is large and the operation speed is

fast, and shows when the change ARb for the combined resistance Ro is large and the manipulation

time Atb is short. Fig. 3(c) shows an example when the amount of manipulation is large and the

operation speed is fast, and shows when the change ARc for the combined resistance Ro is large and

the manipulation time Ate is short.

[0043] If the changes in the combined resistance Ro are measured by resistance

measurement device 21, resistance measurement device 21 generates a voltage that corresponds to

the changes in resistance values of the above combined resistance Ro. The information for the

amount of change in resistance value AR, the rime for such change At, and the integral value for

such change in this analog signal is contained in the voltage signal as information for the change in

the combined resistance Ro. The output voltage from this resistance measurement device 21 is

converted to digital signals using the A/D converter 22.

[0044] At the same time, the analog signals outputted from the above resistance measurement

device 21 are inputted to comparator 52 and maximum value detection circuit 53. If the analog

signal exceeds the specified reference voltage E0 in comparator 52, "1" is outputted. If the output of

this comparator 52 is "1" the flip flop circuit 54 is set andT is outputted from flip
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flop circuit 54. With this, timer 55 starts. More specifically, gate circuit 552 opens and the reference

clock is sent from reference clock generation circuit 551 to counter 553. Counter 553 calculates this.

Then, maximum value detection circuit 53 monitors the analog signals inputted and outputs "1" if a

voltage value smaller than the voltage input immediately prior to it is detected. With this, flip flop

circuit 54 is reset. A "0"
is outputted from noninverted output terminal Q of flip flop circuit 54 so

timer 55 stops. More specifically, gate circuit 552 is closed and the reference clock stops being

inputted into counter 553. With this, the time on the leading edge side of the analog signal may be

measured in counter 553. At this point, since "1" is outputted from the inverted output terminal RQ

of the flip flop circuit 54, the maximum value detection circuit 53 is reset using this and is set for

the next maximum value detection.

[0045] In this manner, the digital signals from A/D converter 22 and the digital signals from timer

55 in signal output means 5 are inputted to the CPU 71 through interface 72. For example, when the

CPU 7 1 is used as a game device, the amount of change AR for the resistance value for the above

combined resistance Ro and the change time At for the resistance value are used so the characters

can be moved a distance that corresponds to the amount of change AR for the resistance value, and

the characters can be moved for a short period of time or a longer period oftime that corresponds to

the change time At. Also, CPU 71 is able to express the integral value of the above combined

resistance Ro change, such as the size of the force of impact of the collision when a character

collides with another character.

[0046] With this first embodiment, the information related to button 14 operation includes the

amount of manipulation change, the time for the operation change and the amount of manipulation,

and thus has the advantage of being able to perform complex processing.

[0047] <Second Embodiment Fig. 5 is a configuration diagram showing an example of the

second embodiment for the same switching device connected to an information processing unit The

explanation of this second embodiment uses the same symbols for the primary structural elements

that are identical to those in the first embodiment.

[0048] The switching device la shown in Fig. 5 is configured so that it is possible to output

electrical signals that correspond to the amount of switch manipulation and manipulation time. This

switching device la is electrically connected to the information processing unit 7, and electrical

signals that correspond to the amount of the above switch manipulation and manipulation time can

be transmitted to information processing unit 7. During operation of this switching device la, there

is a switch 3a that outputs electrical signals that correspond to the amount of manipulation and a

signal output means 5 that obtains signals related to the manipulation time from electrical signals

that correspond to the amount of manipulation from the above switch 3a.

[0049] Here, the above switch 3a is provided with a cover 13, button 14, movable magnet 15a and

stationery coil 16a, and is configured as follows. Cover 13 is the frame for the main unit of the

switch 1 1 a. There is a button 14 on this cover 13 that is secured so that it is able to
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move vertically in the diagram. This button 14 is different from the one in the first embodiment in

that there is a movable magnet 15a secured at the bottom edge m the diagram, but it is identical to

that of the first embodiment in the aspect that it is normally held in place at the top of the diagram

with a coil spring not shown in the diagram. The N pole of movable magnet 15a is at the bottom in

the diagram while the S pole is at the top in the diagram. Naturally, this may be reversed. There is a

stationery coil 16a disposed in opposition to this movable magnet 1 5a. This stationery coil 16a is

constructed so that the outside of the conductor is wound with insulated wire or is wound in a coil

shape. Both ends of this stationery coil 16a are connected to both input terminals ofthe operational

amplifier 21 a. The output terminal of operational amplifier 21a is connected to the input terminal of

A/D converter 22. Operational amplifier 21 a is connected to the other end of stationery coil 16a at

the noninverted input terminal and inverted input terminal so the change and speed of the voltage

generated by the stationery coil 16a can be amplified. The output end of the above operational

amplifier 21a is connected to A/D converter 22. A/D converter 22 converts the amount of change in

the voltage values from operational amplifier 2la into digital signals. This A/D converter 22 outputs

digital signals as parallel signals. The parallel output terminal of this A/D converter 22 is connected

to the parallel input/output terminal of interface 72 in information processing unit 7.

[0050] The configuration of signal output means 5a also has an abbreviated description due to its

configuration being identical to that of the first embodiment. The above information processing unit

7 also has an abbreviated description due to its configuration being identical to that in the first

embodiment.

[0051] With this type of switching device la, pressing button 14 brings movable magnet 15a close

to stationery coil 16a and generates voltage on stationery coil 16a that corresponds to the speed,

based on the corkscrew rule. This voltage is amplified in proportion to button 14 pressing speed so

the change in voltage is amplified by operational amplifier 2 1 a and converted into digital signals by

A/D converter 22 and sent to CPU 71 through interface 72 in information processing unit 7.

[0052] The manipulation time detection circuit 51 in signal output means 5 obtains digital signals

related to the pressing speed of the button 1 4 from the change in the above voltage. The digital

signals related to manipulation time are inputted to CPU 71 through interface 72 in information

processing unit 7.

[0053] CPU 71 in information processing unit 7 performs various processes using the digital

signals related to the amount of manipulation and manipulation time mentioned above. For example,

ifCPU 7 1 is used in a game device, the processing is performed in a manner identical to that in the

above first embodiment.

[0054] With the second embodiment given above, the information related to button 1 4 operation

includes the change in the amount of manipulation, the time for the manipulation change, and the

amount of manipulation, and is thus able to perform complex processing.
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[0055] <Third Embodiment Fig. 6 is a configuration diagram showing an example of a third

embodiment for the same switching device connected to the information processing unit. The

explanation of this third embodiment uses the same symbols for the primary structural elements that

are identical to those in the first embodiment.

[0056] The switching device lb shown in Fig. 6 is configured so mat it is capable of outputting

electrical signals that correspond to the amount of switch manipulation and manipulation time. This

switching device lb is electrically connected to information processing unit 7, and electrical signals

that correspond to the amount of the above switch manipulation and manipulation time can be

transmitted to information processing unit 7.

[0057] This switching device 1 b is identical to the one in the first embodiment in that during

operation, there is a switch 3a that outputs electrical signals that correspond to the amount of

manipulation, and a signal output means S for obtaining signals related to the manipulation time

from electrical signals that correspond to the amount of manipulation from the above switch 3a.

[0058] Here, the above switch lb is equipped with a cover 13, burton 14, movable magnet 15b and

stationery coil 16b, and is constructed as follows. Cover 13 is the frame for the main unit ofswitch

1 1 a, and is identical to the one in the first embodiment in that there is a button 1 4 on this cover 1

3

that is secured so that it is able to move vertically in the diagram. This button 14 is different from

the one in the first embodiment in that there is a movable electrode 1 5b secured at the bottom edge

in the diagram, but is identical to the one in the first embodiment in the aspect that it is normally

held in place on the top of the diagram with a coil spring not shown in the diagram. A stationery

electrode 16b is placed in a position opposing this movable electrode 1 5b. The above movable

electrode 15b and stationery electrode 1 6b do not come into contact even if pressed to the full

operational amount. An electrical charge is applied from a direct current source not shown in the

diagram to the positive terminal by movable electrode 15b and to the negative terminal by stationery

electrode 16b. This movable electrode 15b is connected to the noninverted input terminal of

operational amplifier 21b in signal output means 12b, while stationery electrode 16b is connected to

the inverted terminal of signal output means 12b. The output end of operational amplifier 21b is

connected to A/D converter 22. On operational amplifier 21b, movable electrode 15b is connected

to the noninverted input terminal while stationery electrode 16b is connected to the inverted input

terminal so that it is possible to amplify the speed and changes in electrostatic capacitance that

correspond to the changes in the gap between movable electrode 15b and stationery electrode 16b as

voltage signals. The output end of the above operational amplifier 21 b is connected to A/D

converter 22. A/D converter 22 converts the voltage signals for the amount of change in electrostatic

capacitance for the electrostatic capacitance values and unit time from operational amplifier 21b

into digital signals. This A/D converter 22 outputs the digital signals as parallel signals. The parallel

output terminal of this A/D converter 22 is connected to the parallel input/output terminal of

interface 72 in information processing unit 7.

[0059] Signal output means 5b is a configuration that is exactly the same as the one in the first

embodiment. Additionally, the output terminal for operational amplifier 2 lb is connected to the
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input terminal for signal output means 5b, and the output terminal for signal output means 5b is

connected to the parallel input terminal of interface 72 in information processing unit 7. The above

information processing unit 7 has an abbreviated description due to its configuration being identical

to the one in the first embodiment.

[0060] With this type of switching device lb, pressing button 14 decreases the distance between

movable electrode 15b and stationery electrode 16b and changes the electrostatic capacitance. The

electrostatic capacitance increases or decreases m inverse proportion to the size of the distance

between movable electrode 15b and stationery electrode 16b, so the changes in electrostatic

capacitance are converted to voltage changes by operational amplifier 21b and the voltage is

converted into digital signals by A/D converter 22. These digital signals are returned to CPU 71

through interface 72 in information processing unit 7.

[0061] Signal output means 5b also determines changes in electrostatic capacitance with the

manipulation of the above button 14, calculates changes in operation movement such as button 14

speed, and outputs them as digital signals.

[0062] These two digital signals are sent to CPU 7 1 through interface 72 in information processing

unit 7. CPU 7 1 performs a variety of processes. For example, ifCPU 7 1 were used in a game

device, the processing would performed in the same manner as in the above first embodiment.

[0063] With the third embodiment noted above, the information related to button 1 4 operation

includes the changes in the amount of manipulation, the time for the operation change, and the

amount of manipulation, and is thus able to perform complex processing.

[0064] <Fourth Embodiment> Fig. 7 is a configuration diagram showing an example of the fourth

embodiment for the same switching device connected to an information processing unit. The

explanation of this fourth embodiment uses the same symbols for the primary structural elements

that are identical to those in the first embodiment.

[0065] The switching device 1c shown in Fig. 7 is configured so it is capable of outputting

electrical signals that correspond to the amount of switch manipulation and manipulation time. This

switching device 1 c is electrically connected to information processing unit 7, and electrical signals

that correspond to the amount of the above switch manipulation and manipulation time can be

transmitted to information processing unit 1.

[0066] This switching device lc comprises a switch 3a to output electrical signals that correspond

to the amount ofmanipulation and a signal output means 5 for obtaining signals related to

manipulation time from electrical signals that correspond to the amount of manipulation from the

above switch 3a.

[0067] Here, the above switch 3c is configured as follows. More specifically, switching device lc

is equipped with a cover 13, button 14, movable contact 15c, and stationery contact I6c. Cover 13 is

the frame for the main unit of switch device lc and is identical to the one in the first embodiment in

that there is a button 14 on this cover 1 3 that is secured so that it is able to move vertically in the

diagram. This button 14 is different from the one in the first embodiment in that there is a movable

contact 1 5c of conductive rubber G with a trapezoidal shape that is affixed
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to the bottom as shown in the diagram, and where the left side in the diagram is narrower than the

right side in the diagram, but the aspect that is normally held in place on the top of the diagram with

a coil spring not shown in the diagram is identical to that in the first embodiment. Stationery contact

16c is placed in a position opposing this movable setting 1 5c. This stationery contact 16c is

positioned by causing a plurality of electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, and 16c4 to maintain specified

gaps 19cl, I9c2, 19c3, and I9c4. These electrodes 16cl are grounded, and the four electrodes 16c 1,

16c2, 16c3, and 16c4 are connected to interface 72 in information processing unit 7. With this,

output is made as a 4 bit digital signal. The clock CLOCK is also inputted to interface 72.

[0068] Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram that shows the configuration of manipulation time detection

circuit Sic in signal output means Sc. In the case of the above 4 bit signal, for example,

manipulation time detection circuit 51c comprises three EXOR circuits 56, 57, and 58, three flip

flop circuits 59, 60, and 61, three AND circuits 62, 63, and 64, one OR circuit 65, and a timer 55.

[0069] The above electrode 16c2 is connected to one input terminal in EXOR circuit 56 while the

above electrode 16c3 is connected to the other input terminal m EXOR circuit 56. The above

electrode 16c3 is connected to the reset input terminal in flip flop circuit 59. The above electrode

16c3 is connected to one input terminal in EXOR circuit 57 while the above electrode 16c4 is

connected to the other input terminal in EXOR circuit 57. The above electrode I6c4 is connected to

the reset terminal in flip flop circuit 60. The above electrode 16c4 is connected to one input terminal

in EXOR circuit 58 while the above electrode 16c5 is connected to the other input terminal in

EXOR circuit 58. The above electrode 16c5 is also connected to the reset terminal in flip flop circuit

61. There is also a clock, not shown in the diagram, for the clock terminals in each ofthe flip flop

circuits 61, 62, and 63 and at the point when the timer 65 finishes calculating, the output terminals

Q in each of the flip flop circuits 61, 62, and 63 are cleared by becoming "I" The output terminals

Q in the above flip flop circuits 59, 60, and 61 are connected to the other input terminal in each

AND circuit 62, 63, and 64. The output terminals in each ofthe EXOR circuits 56, 57, and 58 are

connected to the other input terminal in each of the AND circuit 62, 63, and 64. The output

terminals in each of the AND circuits 62, 63, and 64 are connected to each input terminal in OR

circuit 65. The output terminal in OR circuit 65 is connected to the start/stop control terminal of

timer 55. Moreover, timer 55 has an abbreviated description because it is identical to that in the first

embodiment. The above information processing unit 7 also has an abbreviated description due to its

configuration being the same as that in the first embodiment

[0070] Next, we will explain the operation of the above fourth embodiment with reference to
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Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 7 is a timing chart for explaining the operation of the above fourth embodiment,

in which time is shown on the horizontal axis and the signals for each pan shown on the vertical

axis.

[0071] With this type of switching device 1, pressing the button 14 against the coil spring not

shown in the diagram brings the conductive rubber G of movable contact 1 5c into contact with the

electrode 16cl of stationery contact 16c. If pressed further, electrodes 16cl and 16c2 are connected

so that conductive rubber G on movable contact 15c is deformed. If pressed further still, conductive

rubber G on movable contact 15c comes into contact with electrodes 16cl, 16c2, and 16c3 on

stationery contact 16c and is deformed. In this manner, the contact surface area of conductive rubber

G on movable contact 15c is expanded and, as a consequence of that, electrodes I6cl, 16c2, 16c3,

16c4, and 16c5 are gradually grounded. The connective relationship between conductive rubber G

and electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 changes with the .force and speed at which button

14 is pressed. The connective relationship of electrodes 16cl, I6c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 on

stationery contact 16c is directly inputted into interface 72 in information processing unit 7 and is

sent to CPU 71.

[0072] Next, flip flop circuits 59, 60, and 61 are initialized so that output terminal Q is
w
l". Here,

for example, if electrodes 16cl and 16c2 come into contact, electrode 16c2 in switch 3 becomes "0"

(See Fig. 9(a)). This signal is outputted as the output signal of switching device 1, but timer 55 fails

to operate in signal output means 5 because none of the conditions are established in EXOR circuit

56, and no digital signal related to the manipulation time is outputted from timer 55.

[0073] Next, ifelectrodes 16c 1, 16c2, and 16c3, for example, come into contact at a specified time,

electrodes 16c2 and 16c3 each become "0" (See Fig. 9(b)). These are inputted to information

processing unit 7 as an output signal of switch 3 in switching device 1.

[0074] At the same time, the EXOR conditions for times tl through 12 and times t3 through t4 are

established in the above signal output means 5. As shown in Fig. 9(b), "P is outputted from EXOR

circuit 56 for time tl-t2 and time t3-t4. However, because flip flop circuit 59 becomes "0" for time

t2, a "P is not outputted from the output terminal ofAND circuit 62 for time t3-t4, only theT in

time tl-t2 is ultimately outputted. This "1" is inputted to the start/stop control terminal of timer 55

through OR circuit 65. As a result, it is possible to calculate the time between times tl and t2.

[0075] Additionally, ifelectrodes 16c 1, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, for example, come into contact at a

specified time, electrodes 16c2, 16c3, and 16c4 each become "0" (See Fig. 9(c)). This is inputted
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to the information processing unit 7 as output signals for switch 3 on the switching device 1

,

[0076] At the same time, the EXOR conditions for time tl l-tl2 and time tl 5-tl6 are established

for EXOR circuit 56 in the above signal output means 5 and the EXOR conditions are established

for time t!4-tl5, as shown in Fig. 9(c), so aT is outputtcd from EXOR circuit 56 for time tll-tI2

and time tl 5-tl 6, and as shown in Fig. 9(c). a *T is outputted from EXOR circuit 57 for time t!2-

tl3 and time tl4-tl5. However, because output terminal Q in flip flop circuit 60 becomes "0" for

time tl4, a "P is not outputted from the output terminal of AND circuit 63 for time tl4-tl 5,

ultimately only the "1" in time tl2-tl3 is outputted. And because output terminal Q in flip flop

circuit 59 becomes ,l0" for time tl 5, a *T* is not outputted from the output terminal of AND circuit

62 for time tl5-t!6, only theT in time tM-tl2 is ultimately outputtcd. Ifthese *Ts" are inputted to

the OR circuit 65, a "1" signal is obtained from the output terminal ofOR circuit 65 until time 1 1 1
-

tl3. This signal is inputted to the start/stop control terminal of timer 55. As a result, the time for

time tl l-tl2 may be calculated.

[0077] Additionally, for example, if electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 come into contact

at a specified time, electrodes 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 each become "0" (See Fig. 9(d)). This is

inputted to information processing unit 7 as the output signal of switch 3 in switching device 1. At

the same time, since EXOR conditions are established for rime t21 -t22 and time t27-t28 for EXOR

circuit 56, EXOR conditions are established for time t22-t23 and time t26-t27 for EXOR circuit 57,

and EXOR conditions are established for time t23-t24 and time t25-r26 for EXOR circuit 58 in the

above signal output means 5, a " 1 " is outputted from EXOR circuit 56 for time t2 1 -t22 and time

t27-t28, as shown in Fig. 9(c), a "1" is outputted from EXOR circuit 57 for time t22-t23 and time

t26-t27, as shown in Fig. 9(d), and a "1**
is outputted from the EXOR circuit 58 for time t23-l24 and

time t25-t26, as shown in Fig. 9(d). However, since output terminal Q of flip flop circuit 61

becomes
,40" for time t25, a " 1" is not outputted from the output terminal ofAND circuit 64 during

time t25-t26, only a "1" is ultimately outputtcd in time t23-t24. Since the output terminal of flip flop

circuit 60 also becomes "0" for time t25, a "1" is not outputted from 'the output terminal ofAND

circuit 63 for time t26-t27. so ultimately only the "1" in time t23-t24 is output. Also, since the

output terminal Q for the flip flop circuit 59 for time t27 becomes "0", a "1" is not outputted from

the output
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terminal ofAND circuit 62 for time t27-t28 and only a
WP is ultimately outputted in time t2l-t22. If

these **l
f

s
w
are inputted to OR circuit 65, a "1" signal is obtained from the output terminal ofOR

circuit 65 until time t2 1-124. This signal is inputted to the start/stop control terminal of timer 55. It is

possible to calculate the time for time t2 1 -t24 from this. The digital signal related to the

manipulation time obtained in this manner is sent to CPU 7 1 in the information processing unit 7.

[0078] CPU 71 performs a variety ofprocesses based on the changes in the grounding (connection)

relationship of electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 in the above stationery contact 16c and

the signals from signal output means 5 related to manipulation time.

[0079] With a fourth embodiment such as this, in addition to having the same effect as that in the

above first embodiment, it is possible to obtain manipulation information for button 14 directly as

digital signals, so it offers the advantages of not requiring a resistance measurement device,

operational amplifier, or A/D converter.
-

[0080] <Fifth Embodiment Fig. 10 is a configuration diagram showing an example of the fifth

embodiment for the same switching device connected to an information processing unit The

explanation of this fifth embodiment uses the same symbols for the primary structural elements thai

are identical to the first embodiment.

[0081] The switching device Id shown in Fig. 10 is a variation of the switching device lc in Fig. 5

and is constructed in the same manner as the first embodiment and the fourth embodiment so that it

is capable of outputting electrical signals that correspond to the amount of switch manipulation and

manipulation time. This switching device 1 d is electrically connected to information processing unit

7, and electrical signals that correspond to the amount of the above switch manipulation and

manipulation time can be transmitted to information processing unit 7. This switching device Id is

equipped with a switch 3d that outputs electrical signals related to the amount of manipulation when

it is manipulated and a signal output means 5 to output electrical signals related to the manipulation

time from signals related to the amount of manipulation from this switch.

[0082] The above switch 3d is identical to that of the fourth embodiment in that it is equipped with

a cover 13, button 14, movable contact 15d, and stationery contact 16d. It is identical to the first

embodiment in that button 14 is affixed to the above cover 13 so that it is able to move vertically in

the diagram. It is identical to that in the first embodiment in the aspect that this button 14 has a

movable contact I5d of conductive rubber G with a semicircular shape that is affixed to the bottom

as shown in the diagram, and that it is normally held in place on the top of the diagram with a coil

spring not shown in the diagram. Stationery contact 16d is placed in a position that opposes this

movable settinglSd. This stationery contact 16d is positioned in the shape of a circle by causing a

plurality of electrodes 16c2, 16c3, 16c5, and 16c5 to maintain the specified gaps 19dl, 19d2, 19d3,

and 19d4 in relation to the periphery of center electrode 16dl. These electrodes 16dl are grounded

and the electrodes 16d2, 16d3, 16d4, and I6d5 are
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connected directly to interface 32 in information processing unit 3. A clock CLOCK is also inputted

to interface 32.

[0083] Signal output means Sd is also identical to that in the fourth embodiment so the explanation

is abbreviated In addition, the above information processing unit 7 has an abbreviated explanation

due to its configuration being the same as that in the first embodiment.

[0084] With a switching device Id that is configured like this, depressing button 14 against the

bias of the coil spring not shown in the diagram brings the conductive rubber G ofmovable contact

15d into contact with electrode 16dl on stationery contact I6d. If pressed further, electrodes 16dl

and 16d2 are connected so that conductive rubber G on movable contact ISc is deformed. If pressed

still further, conductive rubber G on movable contact 1 3d comes into contact with electrodes 16dl,

16d2, and 16d3 on stationery contact 16d and is deformed. In this manner, the contact surface area

of conductive rubber G on movable contact 15c is expanded, and electrodes 16dl, 16d2, 16d3,

16d4, andl6d5 are gradually grounded as a result of that. The connective relationship between

conductive rubber G and electrodes 16dl, 16d2, 16d3, 16d4. and 16d5 changes with the force and

speed at which the burton 14 is depressed. The connective relationship of electrodes 1 6d 1 , 1 6d2,

16d3, 16d4, and 16d5 on stationery contact 16d is directly inputted into interface 72 in information

processing unit 7 and sent to CPU 71.

[0085] The signal output means 5d also times the changes in manipulation time in above switch

and sends the timed signals to CPU 71 in information processing unit 7.

[0086] CPU 71 accesses the changes in the grounding (connection) relationship of electrodes 16dl,

I6d2, 1 6d3, 16d4, and 1 6d5 on above stationery contact 16d and the signals from signal output

means 5 related to manipulation time, and is responsible for various types of processing.

[0087] With a fifth embodiment like this, in addition to having the same effect as that in the above

first embodiment, the manipulation information for button 14 can be directly obtained as a digital

signal, so it has the benefit of not requiring a resistance measurement device, an operational

amplifier, or an A/D converter.

[0088] <Sixth Embodiment Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing an example of a sixth -

embodiment of the present invention. This sixth embodiment eliminates the signal output means 5

from the first embodiment where the signal output means 5 is constructed of the information

processing unit 9. Information processing unit 9 comprises the CPU 91 and the interface 92.

[0089] CPU 9 1 accesses digital signals outputted from switch 3 and stores the changes in

resistance values for combined resistance Ro as voltage values. Changes in resistance value AR,

changes in time for resistance value At, and the integral values for changes in resistance values are

determined from this information. These are determined as follows. CPU 91 accesses the combined

resistance Ro at specified time intervals, so the resistance value for the present time may be

compared with the resistance value for the time immediately prior. If the resistance value for the

present time is higher, the resistance value for the time immediately prior is determined to be the

minimum value. Then, CPU 9 1 is able to use the above determination to seek time At and change in

resistance value AR from the initial change in resistance value up to when the resistance value

became the minimum value. CPU 91 is also able to obtain an integral value for the amount of

change in combined resistance Ro by calculating all of the resistance

values for each access time. CPU 91 is able to send combined resistance Ro, changes in time At, and

integral values for changes determined in this manner to another information processing unit 7.

Naturally, information processing unit 7 and information processing unit 9 may be combined in use.

[0090] The embodiments of each of the switching devices described above can be applied in the

following fields.

[0091] The above switching device can be used as a joy stick. In this case, the forceful ness with

which the button on the pad is depressed is compared to several reference values to differentiate the

input conditions for the button, and could be used to modify the force of attack for fighting games as

well as the force and speed of throws and kicks in sporting games.

[0092] Each of the above switching devices can be used in user determined keyboards. The way a

user touches the keys is taught to a personal computer to create a reference value. The strength of

the key stroke is compared to the above reference value and if there is a large variance, a

determination is made that it is not the user, so the PC can be locked or reset. The data used for the

key stroke is the speed with which the keys are pressed.

[0093] In addition, each of the above switching devices can be. applied in a keyboard. Ifthey are
'

applied in a keyboard in this manner, the force of a key stroke is used to create a reference value and

is then saved on a computer. The forcefulness of a user's key touch is compared with the reference

values and then designated as capital letters when it is strong or as lower case letters when it is

weaker, or applied to make the cursor move up or down in page units when it is weak and in line

units when it is strong.

[0094] Each of the above switching devices may also be used in switches for setting the time on

clocks. In this case, when setting the time on a clock, the forcefulness with which the burton is

depressed is compared to a reference value and may be used for settings, so that stronger strokes are

hourly units while weaker strokes are minute units. In addition, each ofthe above switching devices

may be used in switches to set the operating time on a timer. When setting the operating time on a

timer, the forcefulness with which the button is depressed is compared to a reference value, and it

may be an hourly unit if it is stronger than the reference value, while it may be a 15 minute segment

if it is weaker. Additionally, if used in a timer, the speed with which the button is depressed may be

used for a comparison with a reference value. All of the above switches may be used as switches for

alarm clocks. The way to depress a button when turning off an alarm can be taught to a computer

and reference values set. They may be used so that a comparison is made to a reference value when

the user depresses a switch and made to reactivate when they
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are significantly different.

[0095] Each of the above switching devices may be used as a channel switch in a television

receiver. They may be applied in teaching the forcefuiness with which the television channel switch

is depressed to a channel CPU and storing a reference value to change the channel by a comparison

with a reference value.

(0096] Each of the above switching devices may also be used as a device to control the operation

of a hotpot. The above switch is connected to the CPU of the hotpot and controls the hot water in

the hotpot using the above CPU. It may be used for a specified amount of hot water based on the

pressing speed or amount of pressing on the above switching device.

[0097] Each of the above switching devices may also be used as a device to open and close faucets

in plumbing. This makes it possible to open and close the faucets in plumbing under CPU control

and may be used in making it possible to vary the estimated amount according to the amount or

speed ofdownward pressing on the above switching device by connecting the above switching

device to the above CPU.

[0098] In addition, each of the above switching devices may be used a dimmer for lighting

equipment. A dimmer is equipped with a CPU, the above switch is connected to the CPU, and it

obtains a reference value by teaching the CPU the operation of the above switching device. Then, it

may be used to adjust the brightness of the illuminating device after the CPU compares it to the

above reference value when the above switch is manipulated.

[0099]

[Effect of the Invention] With the present invention described above, electrical signals that

correspond to the amount of manipulation and manipulation time of a switch are obtained, so

operation is simple without requiring special processing in an information processing unit and

complex processing can be performed. In particular, because the manipulation speed and amount of

manipulation are obtained as the amount of manipulation when the switching device of the present

invention is used in a game machine, it has the effect of being able to exert control of the movement

of characters displayed on the screen to undergo complex and detailed movements.

[01 00] With the above invention, the switch also has a movable contact made of conductive rubber

that is insulated with two conductors and makes contact with an opposing round stationery contact

so that the conductive rubber is deformed and the resistance value between the two conductors is

changed, and this is converted to a voltage value to create an electrical signal carrying information

such as the amount of switch manipulation and the manipulation speed of the signal output means,

so it is possible to effect complex control by sending this to the information processing unit.

[0101 ] With the present invention, voltage is also generated on the above stationery coil by the

corkscrew rule when the movable magnet is in the vicinity of the stationery coil and an electrical

signal carrying information such as the amount of switch manipulation and the operation speed is

used by the signaf output means, so it is possible to exert complex control by sending this to the

information processing unit.

[0102] Additionally, with the present invention, the distance between the stationery electrode

and the movable electrode is changed by the manipulation of the button, which changes the

electrostatic capacitance. This is converted to voltage and becomes an electrical signal for the
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amount of switch manipulation. Since they are electrical signals that carry information such as the

amount of switch manipulation and the operation speed with the signal output means, sending this to

the information processing unit makes it possible to exert complex control.

[0103] With the present invention, when the movable contact ofconductive rubber in a trapezoidal

shape comes into contact with the stationery contact disposed so that a plurality of electrodes are in

positions opposing the above movable contact at a specified gap, the conductive rubber is also

deformed and makes contact with each electrode. As a result, the contact surface area of the above

conductive rubber opposing each electrode is changed and can be outputted as a digital signal for

the contact relationship of multiple electrodes. Furthermore, the signal output means obtains

information related to the manipulation time, so providing the information processing unit with this

information enables complex control, and digital signals are directly generated, so there is no need

for an analog-digital converter.

[0104] Additionally, with the present invention, the movable contact of semicircular conductive

rubber comes into contact with the stationery contact with a circular shape so that a plurality of

electrodes are in positions opposing the movable contact at a specified gap with the center electrode,

and the conductive rubber is deformed and makes contact with the electrode furthest from the center

electrode. Providing the information processing unit with this information makes it possible to exert

complex control, and since digital signals are directly generated, there is no need for an analog*

digital converter.

[01 OS] With the above invention, if the above switch is used for a game device, character

movement can also be controlled on the basis of information such as the amount ofpressure on the

button and manipulation time, so it is possible to realize various levels of impact such as the

distance of character movement and speed ofmovement.

[Brief Explanation of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] A configuration diagram that illustrates the first embodiment of the switching device in the

present invention.

[Fig. 2] A circuit diagram that illustrates the signal output means for the first embodiment

[Fig. 3] A characteristics diagram that shows examples of the operating signals in the first

embodiment.

[Fig. 4} A diagram that describes the operation of the fust embodiment.

[Fig. 5] A configuration diagram that illustrates the second embodiment.

[Fig. 6) A configuration diagram that illustrates the third embodiment.

[Fig. 7] A configuration diagram that illustrates the fourth embodiment.

[Fig. 8] A circuit diagram that illustrates the structure of the signal output means used in the fourth

embodiment.

[Fig. 9] A timing chart that describes the operation ofthe signal output means in the fourth

embodiment.

[Fig. 10] A configuration diagram that illustrates the fifth embodiment

[Fig. 1 1] A configuration diagram that illustrates the sixth embodiment.

[Description of Symbols]

1 Switching device 5, 5a, 5b, 5b, 5d Signal output means

Switch3,3a, 3b, 3c, 3d
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7 Information processing unit

9 Information processing unit

71 CPU

72 Interface

91 CPU

92 Interface

13 Cover

14 Button

IS, 15c, ISd Movable contact

15a Movable magnet
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1 5b

16, 16c, 16d

16a

16b

16cl,16c2,16c3, 16c4,16c5

16dl,16d2,16d3.16d4, 16d5

19

I9cl,19c2,l9c3
(
l9c4, 19c5

!9dl, I9d2, 19d3. 19d4, I9d5

Moveable electrode

Stationery, contact

Stationery coQ

Stationery electrode

Electrode

Electrode

Gap

Gap

Gap

[Fig. 1] [Fig. 7]
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[Fig. 9]
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EXOR circuit 56 output

EXOR circuit 57 output

EXOR circuit 58 output

Flip flow circuh 59 output Q

Flip flow circuit 60 output Q

Flip flow circuit 61 output Q

AND circuit 62 output

AND circuit 63 output

AND circuit 64 output

OR circuit 65 output

[Fig. 11]
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